Name:

**Speech Topic Approval**

**Informative Speech**
*You will explain a process to us (and demonstrate, if applicable). This must be something you already know how to do, as you will not be using research. 3-5 minutes.*

Topic (5 words or less):

General goal:

Specific/immediate goal (complete sentence in terms of audience response):

Thesis (complete SINGLE sentence summarizing topic as you would say it in speech):

**Approved _____  Not approved _____  Revise and resubmit _____**

**Note:** BOTH topic approvals are due at the start of our next class. These count as two separate grades.

**Persuasive Speech**
*You will persuade us to believe or do something, using research and evidence from scholarly sources. 5-7 minutes, five source minimum.*

Topic (5 words or less):

General goal:

Specific/immediate goal (complete sentence in terms of audience response):

Thesis (complete SINGLE sentence summarizing topic as you would say it in speech):

**Approved _____  Not approved _____  Revise and resubmit _____**